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COMPANY PROFILE
Introduction
Bags and Balers Manufacturers (K) Ltd is a limited liability Company
incorporated in Kenya on13th May 1996.

Scope
Bags & Balers Manufacturers (K) Ltd is a leading manufacturer of Multi-Wall
Multi
Paper Sacks used
sed inbulk packing of tea, cement, flour and seeds.
Our Customers comprise of KTDA which is the largest black tea producer and
exporter in theworld, Finlays which is a large multinational Company with
worldwide operations, MombasaCement etc.
We have been major suppliers of cement bags to East Africa Portland Cement
Co.Ltd and have inthe past supplied cement bags to Hima Cement of Uganda
among others.
We also supply Kenya Seed Company in Kitale, a Government entity mandated
to produce andmarket the seed requirement in the country just to name a few.
In addition, we handle SO (self
(self-opening)
opening) bags which are used in packaging of
goodsinsupermarkets and groceries.
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Technical and Technological Capabilities
Our specialized machinery is manufactured by Windmoller&Hollcher GmbH of
Germany, who are the leading manufacturers of Paper converting machinery in
the world. They provide backup services, spares and technical support as and
when required. Our machinery is capable of 4 color in-line
in line flexo
flexo-printing,
tubing and bottoming.
g. Our main engineers, supervisors and senior operators
have been trained by the manufacturers and undergo regular further training
through short courses and workshops.
For the multiwall paper sacks, we have two lines capable of supplementing each
other hereby providing steady production thus able to execute large orders
expeditiously.
Our dedicated baler machine with in line printing, tubing and bottoming
function is able to produce large volumes of balers ranging from single ply up to
a maximum of 4 ply.
Our SO (self-opening)
opening) bag machines are also able to produce large volumes of
small packets used in packing of flour and seeds amongst other products.
4 Ply Cement Bags
Over the years, we have been supplying a lot of quality 4 ply cement bags to our
customers
ers in Kenya and the region.
2 Ply Tea Sack
Bags & Balers Manufacturers (K) Ltd was the pioneer in developing the 2-ply
configuration of Teasack way back in 2008.
This brought a great saving from the 4-ply
4 ply tea sack that was in use at that time.
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We are pleased to inform you that to date Bags & Balers Manufacturers (K) Ltd
has delivered in excess of 40,000,000 Tea Sacks (in a period of 19 years with
KTDA and other private Tea factories in the region) with an impeccable record.
This proves that all our product
product has been consistent over the period we have
been in business.
ISO 9001:2015 Certification
We are ISO 9001 certified since year 2000.
We are now pursuing the FSSC 22000 FSM certification alongside ISO 9001
certification.
Patent Ownership
Bags & Balers Manufacturers (K) Ltd was the first Company in Kenya to be
granted a patent for Open Top Tea Sacks (Patent Certificate KE 87 attached).
Stocks and Delivery
We always maintain adequate stocks of high quality raw materials imported
from reputable mills in thee world. Hence ensuring continuous deliveries large or
small as and when required.

BAGS AND BALERS MANUFACTURING (K) LTD IS A LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF ENVIROMENTALY FRIENDLY BAGS MADE
FROM RENEWABLE RESOURCE

